PARENTS’
GUIDE
TROOP 1533

Boy Scouts of America – Troop 1533, Fairfax, VA
Welcome to the Boy Scouts of America! By becoming a parent of a
Boy Scout, you are setting your son out on the grand adventure of
Scouting. This is a tremendously important and rewarding endeavor
that you will be able to share with him. This guide has been prepared
to help you support your son and describe some of the unique features
of Boy Scouts. Your primary source of information should be the Boy
Scout Handbook which is a wonderful reference for everything your
son will experience. Welcome to Troop 1533!
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QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
Please be sure to read the entire guide in order to know the most about our troop and help your
son succeed. Here is the most important information at-a-glance.
SCOUTING MISSION
• Mission Statement: The mission of the Boy Scouts of America is to prepare young people to
make ethical and moral choices over their lifetimes by instilling in them the values of the Scout
Oath and Law.
• Scout Oath
On my honor I will do my best
To do my duty to God and my country
and to obey the Scout Law;
To help other people at all times;
To keep myself physically strong,
mentally awake, and morally straight.
• Scout Law
A Scout is: Trustworthy, Loyal, Helpful, Friendly, Courteous, Kind, Obedient, Cheerful,
Thrifty, Brave, Clean, and Reverent
• Vision Statement: The Boy Scouts of America will prepare every eligible youth in America to
become a responsible, participating citizen and leader who is guided by the Scout Oath and
Law.
TROOP WEBSITE
The Troop has many conduits for communication. The Troop website (www.Troop1533.org) is
the primary source of information including the Troop calendar. Remember that the calendar
may change during the year as we have to adapt to unexpected events or issues with our
reservations for activities.
MEETINGS
• Meetings are generally held every Tuesday from 7:15-8:45pm.
• Please do not arrive before 7:00 as your scouts will not be properly supervised.
• Please ensure your scout is picked up no later than 8:45 pm.
MEETING LOCATIONS
Meetings generally alternate between two locations
• Mantua Elementary — 9107 Horner Ct, Fairfax, VA 22031, USA
• Elks Lodge — 8421 Arlington Blvd, Fairfax, VA 22031, USA
Be sure to view the troop’s calendar at www.Troop1533.org to confirm the meeting’s location.
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Boy Scouts! What is it all about? What will you be expected to do? What do you
need to get? We have prepared this booklet to answer these questions.
The following pages describe the philosophy of Scouting, organization of Troop 1533 and the
advancement pattern that each boy will follow. Reading this will help you understand how your
boy can progress through the ranks with your help. It will help you understand how you can help
and what the various adult volunteers are doing to help the Troop.
Please feel free to bring any questions or concerns you may have to the attention of any of our
uniformed leadership or Troop committee members. We look forward to working with your son
over the coming years, and to your support for Scouting and our Troop.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF SCOUTING
Scouting was founded by Lord Robert Baden-Powell in
England in 1907 (Scouting’s sister movement, Girl
Scouts, was founded in 1910). As of the end of 2008,
there were more than 40 million youth and adults
involved in Scouting in 166 countries worldwide. The
Boy Scouts of America was founded in 1910 by
William D. Boyce, followed by the Girl Scouts of
America in 1912. Troop 1533 was created in
September,1967. Our Troop is part of the Patriot
District of the National Capital Area Council of the Boy
Scouts of America.
Over the years, Scouting has seen many Scouts go on to
great accomplishments, including in their number a
President of the United States, current and a former
Supreme Court Justices, current and former Cabinet
Secretaries, and numerous astronauts (including 11 of
12 who walked on the moon), highly decorated soldiers,
scientists, congressman, senators, governors, novelists,
directors and successful businessmen, as well as 4
Nobel Laureates.
Scouting is non-governmental and non-partisan.
Scouting is open to all, regardless of race, creed or
national origin. We welcome all interested boys under
the age of 18 to consider joining our Troop, whether or
not they have any prior experience in Boy Scouts or
Cub Scouts.
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SCOUTING MISSION
So what is Scouting? The Boy Scouts of America, specifically, is a non-profit organization
which, for over 100 years, has had as its mission to prepare Scouts to make ethical and moral
choices throughout their lives by:
(1)

Developing good character, including honesty, courage integrity,
self-reliance, self-confidence, self-discipline, and self-respect;

(2)

Instilling duty to God and country, including an understanding of the
Scout’s relationship to others in his community and nation, how his local,
state, and federal governments work, and his obligation to keep his
country strong; and

(3)

Promoting physical, mental/emotional and moral fitness.

SCOUTING METHODS
The Scouting program achieves its mission by the following methods:
the ideals of Scouting, the Patrol Method, the outdoor program,
advancement, association with adults, personal growth, leadership
development, and the uniform. Each of these methods is equally
important. Here is a brief summary of each of these methods (you will
read more about these later):
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IDEALS
The ideals of Boy Scouting are spelled out in the Scout Oath, the Scout Law, the Scout motto,
the Scout slogan and the Outdoor Code.
SCOUT OATH
On my honor I will do my best
To do my duty to God and my country and to obey the Scout Law;
To help other people at all times;
To keep myself physically strong, mentally awake, and morally straight.
SCOUT LAW
A Scout is trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly,
courteous, kind, obedient, cheerful, thrifty,
brave, clean, and reverent.
SCOUT MOTTO
Be Prepared
SCOUT SLOGAN
Do A Good Turn Daily

OUTDOOR CODE
As an American, I will do my best toBe clean in my outdoor manners,
Be careful with fire,
Be considerate in the outdoors, and
Be conservation-minded
These ideals are the personal behavior guides and standards that the boy commits to when he
joins Scouting. The Scout Oath, Law, Motto, Slogan, and Outdoor Code give the boy guidelines
for living. Growth in moral strength and character is one of the aims of Scouting. By developing
his relationship to others, he learns about his obligation to other people, to the society he lives in,
and to the government that presides over that society. This accomplishes our aim of having a boy
become a participating citizen.
The Boy Scout is expected to learn to live by the Scout Oath and Scout Law. Each Scout must
measure himself against these ideals and should continually try to improve. Where discipline
issues arise, the Scout Oath and Scout Law form the basic framework within the Scout’s
behavior is evaluated. Parents are encouraged to remind their Scouts of the various elements of
Scouting’s ideals, and to praise their Scouts when they demonstrate these ideals in their daily
lives whether inside or outside of Scouting.
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PATROL METHOD
Patrols are the essential building blocks of a Boy Scout
troop. A patrol is a small group of boys who are similar in
age, development, and interests. Patrols camp together, cook
together, play together, and learn together. Patrols are where
Scouts learn citizenship at the most basic level. They also
take on responsibilities within the patrol, and learn teamwork
and leadership. Working together as a team, patrol members
share the responsibility for the patrol's success. They gain
confidence by serving in positions of patrol leadership. All
patrol members enjoy the friendship, sense of belonging, and
achievements of the patrol and of each of its members.

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
Boy Scouting is designed to take place
outdoors. Outdoor programs are important
because they provide Scouts with the
opportunities to practice the skills and
activities they learn about in Troop
meetings, and to engage in the activities
which are required for rank advancement
and various merit badges. Being close to
nature also helps Scouts gain an
appreciation for God's handiwork and our
place in it. The outdoor programs also
help our Scouts learn about ecology and
practice conservation, including the
principals of Leave No Trace.

ADVANCEMENT
Boy Scouting has a system of ranks in which Scouts learn
progressively more difficult skills and take on progressively
greater responsibilities. Boy Scouting provides a series of
surmountable obstacles and steps in overcoming them
through the advancement method. The Boy Scout plans his
advancement and progresses at his own pace as he meets
each challenge.
The Boy Scout is rewarded for each achievement, which
helps him gain self-confidence. The steps in the advancement
system help a Boy Scout grow in self-reliance and in the
ability to help others.
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ASSOCIATIONS WITH ADULTS
Boys learn a great deal by watching how adults conduct themselves. Scout leaders can be
positive role models for the members of the Troop. In many cases, a Scoutmaster, Assistant
Scoutmaster, merit badge counselor or other adult volunteer who is willing to listen to boys,
encourage them, and take a sincere interest in them can make a profound difference in their lives.

PERSONAL GROWTH
As Boy Scouts plan their activities and progress
toward their goals, they experience personal growth.
Scouts also grow as they participate in community
service projects and do Good Turns for others. The
religious emblems program also is a large part of the
personal growth method. Frequent personal
conferences with his Scoutmaster help each Boy Scout
to determine his growth toward Scouting’s aims.

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
The Boy Scout program encourages boys to learn and practice
leadership skills, such as planning, organization and
decision-making. Every Boy Scout has the opportunity to
lead in some way, whether as part of a team, as the
leader of his patrol, or as the senior patrol leader
or as another youth leader of the Troop.

UNIFORM
Like most sports teams, we expect our Scouts to wear the uniform when they are
doing Scouting, and to wear it properly. It is a visible symbol in our community
at large of who we are and what we do. Accordingly, we expect all Scouts to
behave according to the Scout Oath and Law whenever wearing their Scout
uniforms.
For more information on uniforms visit — http://www.bsauniforms.org
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TROOP 1533 ORGANIZATION
To delve more deeply into the methods of Scouting, it’s important to understand the Troop
organization.
Troop 1533 is composed of both youth and adults. All youth within Troop 1533 join as Scouts.
Other Scouting programs include Venture and Varsity Crews, and Sea Scouts. Troop 1533 is not
currently affiliated with a Venture or Varsity Crew or Sea Scout ship. Troop adults can generally
be classified as either uniformed Scouters (Scoutmaster, Assistant Scoutmasters, etc.) or
volunteers.
The following chart provides a simplified description of the uniformed members of the Troop
organization. A more detailed description of our Troop organization appears following this and at
the end of this parents’ guide.
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YOUTH ORGANIZATION
PATROLS
Scouts are organized into patrols, generally groups of between 6-12 Scouts, which serve as the
basic building block of Scouting. Patrol members experience Scouting together as a “family
unit” within the larger Troop structure, helping each other to advance and performing many
activities as a team.
New Scouts that join are placed into first year patrols where they can be led by a First Year
Patrol Leader who is an experienced Scout appointed to this position. Other patrols are led by
patrol leaders elected by the Scouts. The Troop elects new patrol leaders twice a year.
Currently, their terms of office begin on February. 1 and August 1. Patrol Leaders may also
designate an Assistant Patrol Leader or an acting Patrol Leader.
For Patrol and Troop activities, the Patrol Leader will generally ask for volunteers or
designate individual Scouts for specialized jobs such as Patrol Scribe, Patrol Quartermaster
(responsible for drawing camping gear for the Patrol). These jobs give Scouts a good first
opportunity to learn responsibility and leadership, and help to integrate them within the
Patrol team.
Whether his Patrol Leader is elected or appointed, your Scout’s Patrol Leader acts as your
Scout’s mentor and coach, and gives your Scout a voice in Troop activities. In the first instance
your Scout should address any questions or concerns he has about rank advancement, merit
badges, camp-outs or other Scouting issues to his Patrol Leader.

SENIOR YOUTH LEADERS
The Troop also elects one older Scout as the Senior Patrol Leader (SPL), who then chooses one or
more Assistant Senior Patrol Leaders (ASPL) to assist him. When the SPL is not present at an
event, another Scout is designated the acting SPL (usually an ASPL or the highest ranking Scout
present).
The SPL serves as the overall youth leader of the Troop, and runs the Troop meetings and directs
the Scouts on camp outs. The SPL mentors and coaches the PL’s and other youth leaders. If your
Scout has a question or concern that can’t be or isn’t being addressed by his Patrol Leader, you
should encourage your Scout to discuss the matter with the SPL or an ASPL.
Other Troop officers include the Quartermaster (manages Troop equipment), Librarian (manages
merit badge books), Scribe (keeps Troop records), Chaplain’s Aide (prepares and leads Interfaith
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Services), and various other positions. All leadership positions and their responsibilities are
described in detail on the Troop website: www.Troop1533.org.
Elections for SPL and Patrol Leader as well as selection of new leadership roles will occur such
that any new scout leaders can assume those duties by February and August. Upon starting a
leadership position the scout will fill out the position goal sheet and present it to the SPL or
designated ASPL. After getting the SPL/ASPL initials the scout will present the goal sheet to the
ASM with oversight of that position to initial and date indicating the start of leadership. The SPL/
ASPL and ASM will also sign and date completion of meeting the leadership requirement.

PATROL LEADERS’ COUNCIL
Together, the SPL, ASPL’s and PL’s form the Patrol Leaders’ Council (PLC). The PLC meets
annually to map out the program activities for the coming year, and then meet once a month to
review the result of the last Troop outing and to plan the Troop activities for the next month.
PLC meetings are chaired by the SPL. The Scoutmaster or ASMs may attend and address PLC
meetings but, like Troop meetings, the PLC meetings are run by the Scouts.
Like all BSA meetings, the PLC meetings are open to all. However, please bear in mind that
these meetings are run by the Scouts and are primarily for planning purposes.

ADULTS
The adults involved in the Troop consist of the Chartered Organization, the Troop Committee,
the Troop’s uniformed adult leaders, and non-uniformed parent volunteers (such as merit badge
counselors).
CHARTERED ORGANIZATION (SPONSOR)
Every Troop is created by a sponsoring organization; this Chartered Organization for Troop 1533
is the Mantua Elementary School PTA. The Chartered Organization shares our objectives for the
boys. A Chartered Organization Representative acts a liaison between us and the PTA. Most
Troop meetings and non-camping events are held at Mantua Elementary.
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TROOP COMMITTEE
The Troop Committee functions as the Board of Directors for the Troop, overseeing the adult
leadership. At the same time, the Troop Committee acts as an administration and support
organization for the Troop (for instance, securing our meeting facilities, ensuring adequate Troop
equipment, and maintaining advancement records). The Troop committee also takes care of a
variety of non-program issues surrounding the Troop, such as community newsletter articles,
accounting for Troop funds, and coordinating membership drives. Troop committee members
also conduct Scout board of reviews for all rank advancements other than for Eagle Scout, and
may become involved in resolving serious disciplinary problems.
The Troop Committee contains the following positions:
• Troop Committee Chair. The troop committee chairman appoints and supervises the unit
committee and unit leaders.
• Treasurer. Handles all troop funds, prepares the budget, maintains checking account, leads the
Friends of Scouting campaign.
• Secretary. Keeps minutes at meetings, handles publicity, prepares the newsletter, and conducts
the troop resource survey.
• Membership Coordinator. Manages the process of registering youth and adult members of
the troop, also assists with the recruit of new members to the troop.
• Advancement Coordinator. Encourages scouts to advance in rank, arrange board of review,
maintain advancement records, maintain merit badge counselors.
• Training Coordinator. Ensures troop leaders have training opportunities, responsible for
Youth Protection Training for all adults in troop.
• Equipment Coordinator. Help troop procure equipment, work with troop’s quartermaster,
perform periodic safety and maintenance checks on all equipment.
• Committee-at-Large. Assist with special projects as needed and participate in Board of
Review conferences.
SCOUTMASTER AND ASSISTANT SCOUTMASTERS
The Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmasters (ASM) have the responsibility to assist the boys in
planning and running the program. All questions from adults regarding the program need to be
addressed to these trained, uniformed leaders. As a new parent trying to help your son, the
uniformed leaders encourage and are happy to any answer any of your questions, so long as this
does not act as a substitute for your Scout to work with his PL and SPL to answer any questions
he may have, or to becoming comfortable in speaking with adults about what he needs. We
understand your desire to help your son. However questions about your son’s advancement,
camping, merit badges or any other subjects are best when they come directly from him to his PL
or SPL (or SM/ASM if necessary). This is part of the growth process of Scouting.
The Scoutmaster is the key adult leader in the Troop. He does not usually provide direct
leadership to the Scouts, but rather serves as a mentor to the SPL and the PLC and ensures that
the patrol method is functioning. The SM’s role is to provide guidance, training, coaching and
support, rather than to “take charge.” He is assisted by multiple Assistant Scoutmasters.
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The Scoutmaster or ASM meets with each scout individually at each rank advancement for a
“Scoutmaster’s Conference,” and may provide words of wisdom as a “Scoutmaster’s Minute” at
the end of each meeting. Perhaps most importantly, the SM and ASMs provide positive role
models for the Scouts; as such, they are similarly expected to emulate the Scout Oath and Law.
Assistant Scoutmasters also fulfill the following roles:
• Patrol Mentors. An ASM works directly with each patrol to help mentor the patrol leader and
ensure the success of the patrol method.
• ASM | Instructors. An ASM works with the Instructor Corps to help the Troop’s Instructors
prepare training opportunities for members of the troop.
• ASM | New Scout Patrol and Den Chiefs. This ASM works to recruit Den Chiefs to work
with Packs that feed boy’s to the troop. They also mentor the New Scout Patrol.
• ASM | Leadership Corps: Two ASMs mentor the scouts holding non-elected leadership roles.
This includes positions like Scribe, Librarian, Historian, Webmaster, Bugler, Quartermaster,
Chaplain’s Aide, Outdoor Ethics Guide, and Order of the Arrow Troop Representative.
• ASM | Eagle Scout Coordinator: Assists scouts in the application process for earning the
Eagle Scout rank.
MERIT BADGE COUNSELORS
Parents can register as merit badge counselors for their areas of expertise or special interest.
Counselors assist scouts in completing merit badges as the boys demonstrate mastery of new
skills. Visit http://meritbadge.org to see a list of available merit badges.
VOLUNTEERS
The troop can always use help with special events. We need parents to assist as drivers for
campouts. We can use help putting together refreshments for Courts of Honor. You can serve on
a Board of Review for an advancing scout. We could use your help with a troop fundraiser.
Remember that Scouting is a volunteer organization and that many hands make light work.
PARENTS
The role of parents within Troop 1533 is to be supportive of the Troop's efforts and to provide
the atmosphere Scouts need to learn and excel. Parents should:
1. Read their Scout's handbook and understand the purpose and methods of Scouting.
2. Actively follow their Scout's progress (or lack thereof) and offer gentle encouragement
and a push when needed.
3. Show support to both the individual Scout and the Troop by attending all Troop Courts of
Honor.
4. Assist, as requested, in all Troop activities. Be involved.
5. Be aware of the Troop program and annual calendar.
Please direct any questions you may have to the uniformed adult leaders so that we can ensure
you obtain correct information and can also use your questions to identify any potential issues
that need to be addressed by uniformed leadership with the Troop’s youth leaders.
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THE BOY LED TROOP
“Train Scouts to do a job, then let them do it.
Never do anything a boy can do.”
– Lord Robert Baden-Powell, founder of Boy Scouts
Implicit in our Troop organization is the basic concept that our Troop
is a “boy-led” Troop. Many boys join Boy Scouts after participating
in Cub Scouts. One of the major differences between Cub Scouts and
Boy Scouts is in the Boy Scout method of leadership development.
In order to teach leadership, you have to let the boys lead. If you were
involved with Cub Scouting, this is a very different role that can take
some time getting used to.
Unlike Cub Scouts, where Cub Scouts come in as boys and leave as
boys where parents plan and lead Cub Scout activities, Boy Scouting
is different. In Boy Scouts:
•

Scouts come in as boys, and leave as young men.

•

Scouts plan and lead their activities.

•

Parents focus on maintaining safety and providing logistical support.

In Boy Scouting, it is often said that Scouting is a game with a purpose: fun is the game, values
are the purpose, and learning is the process. At Troop 1533, the Scouts plan and decide on the
program, run the meetings, manage the equipment, plan and execute the trips, and become selfmotivated to advance.
In contrast, the role of the adults in Scouting focuses not on the destination, but the journey. That
is, our responsibility as adults is to promote the “process” of Scouting.
What is important for us is:
•
•
•
•
•

Not the food on the campout, but that the boys cooked it.
Not that the Scout had all the right gear for the campout but that he packed it.
Not who would make the best patrol leader, but that the boys elect one.
Not that a Scout learns to perform first aid perfectly, but that another Scout teaches him.
Not that we cover everything on the meeting agenda, but that the senior patrol leader is in
charge.

The parents’ goal is not to get things done, but to create a safe and healthy environment with the
training and resources that the Scouts need, and then let the Scouts have the responsibility and
distance to do things on their own. The Scouting environment necessarily means that sometimes
the boys will fail, but will learn from their mistakes and help others to learn with them. This can
make meetings and campouts seem pretty chaotic. Sometimes the boys have tremendous success
and sometimes it isn’t pretty. What we typically find is that the most challenging situations tend to
be the ones remembered most vividly.
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It is naturally very tempting for adults to jump in and sort things out, but we have to remember
the process of Scouting. Scouts learn by doing—even if that means learning from disorganization
and sometimes failure. It is up to the Scouts to get things done; it is up to us to make sure the
Scouts have what they need, but (within the bounds of health and safety) not what they do with
it. The uniformed leaders are there to praise the successes and help the boys reflect and analyze
things that didn’t work. The uniformed adult leaders thus act as coaches and mentors to the youth
leaders, then step back and let them lead.
While parents must resist the urge to “take charge” when the boys seem disorganized, at the
same time experience shows that the more involved the parents, the more likely their son is to
succeed in Scouting. The Troop also depends on involved adults to ensure the continued
operation of the Troop, and to support the Scouting method of having Scouts associate with adult
role models. Ask any adult leader how you can get involved.

ADVANCEMENT
There are many definitions of
advancement, but the Scouting
definition might well be, simply, "the
art of meeting a challenge." For that is
exactly what the Boy Scout
advancement program asks the boys to
do. The Boy Scout advancement
program provides a ladder of skills that
a Scout climbs at his own pace. As he
acquires these skills he moves up
through a series of ranks, for which he
is awarded badges, starting as a Scout
and then progressing to Tenderfoot,
Second Class, First Class, Star, Life,
and Eagle Scout. The higher he climbs
the more challenging his tasks -- and
the more rewarding.
Achievements include:
•
•
•

Learning skills that qualify for Scouting's more rugged and exciting outdoor challenges.
Developing body and mind, growing self-confidence, and helping younger Scouts
climb the advancement ladder.
Discovering how it feels to go further -- in so many ways -- than he ever though he could.

Parents must understand that ranks are simply a means to an end, not an end in themselves.
Everything boys do to advance and earn these ranks, from the day they join until the day they
leave the program, should be a reflection of the Scout’s personal goals — not his parents. We
strongly encourage advancement, but we never force it—advancement is the Scout’s choice, and
he sets his own pace. We don’t do “lockstep” advancement.
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ADVANCEMENT PROCESS
Advancement in Boy Scouting is a four step process:
1. The Boy Scout learns.
A Scout learns by doing. As he learns, he grows in ability to do his part as a member of
the patrol and the Troop. As he develops knowledge and skill, he is asked to teach
others. In this way, he begins to develop leadership.
2. The Boy Scout is tested.
A Scout may be tested on requirements by his patrol leader, Scoutmaster, assistant
Scoutmaster or a member of his Troop with the rank of Star or higher.
3. The Boy Scout is reviewed.
After a Scout has completed all requirements for a rank, he generally has a Scoutmaster
Conference followed by a Board of Review as discussed below. However, no board of
review is required for the Scout badge. For Tenderfoot, Second Class, First Class, Star,
and Life, the review is conducted by members of the Troop committee. The Eagle board
of review is conducted by members of the district advancement committee and other
selected leaders. Eagle Palms do not require a Board of Review.
4. The Boy Scout is recognized.
When the board of review has certified a Scout's advancement, his rank will be
presented to him at the next Troop Court of Honor.

SCOUT HANDBOOK
It is important for your Scout to bring his Scout handbook to all
Scout meetings and camping events for two reasons. First, the
Scout handbook is the primary reference source for rank
advancement requirements. It identifies and explains everything
needed for all ranks advancements up through first class, and
lists the requirements for higher ranks.
The handbook also serves as the tangible record for completion
of these requirements, as your Scout’s PL and SM/ASMs sign-off
in the handbook as rank advancement requirements are
completed. After his Board of Review, the Scout needs to turn in
his Scout Handbook with the approved requirements for the rank
to the Advancement Chair. If your Scout does not have his book,
no one can sign him off on rank requirements!
It is highly recommended that your son’s last name be written in
wide black marker on the three sides of his handbook which are
comprised of the actual pages. Doing so will allow him and
leaders to quickly see who’s handbook it is when it is lying on a table.
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RANK REQUIREMENTS
Details for advancement are contained in the Boy Scout Handbook, which every Scout should
obtain as soon as possible after joining the Troop. Take a look at Chapter 1. This short chapter
has an advancement summary through First Class. The ranks up through First Class generally
involve reading material in the Scout Handbook, then demonstrating skills and knowledge.
Requirements for these early ranks are signed off by the Scout’s Patrol Leader or other youth
leader (Star rank or above preferred), or by the SM or an ASM. Parents do not sign off on rank
requirements (other than those specifically required to be signed by the parent for joining as a
Scout), but may assist Scouts by teaching and demonstrating skills.
During the process of earning these ranks your Scout will learn many things that will stay with
him his entire life. Each rank requires progressively more knowledge, but individual
requirements for Scout, Tenderfoot, Second Class, and First Class may be worked in any order.
The ranks themselves must still be earned in order. Requirements for Star, Life and Eagle (other
than required merit badges) may only be worked on once the preceding rank has been earned.

ADVANCEMENT THROUGH FIRST CLASS
From the time the Scout enters the Troop through the time he earns advancement to First Class, he
is learning basic Scouting skills to enable him to camp, hike, swim, cook, tie knots, administer
first aid, and perform other tasks in the outdoors and to work as a member of a team. With those
first steps the Scout begins to build themselves physically,
mentally, and morally.
The Scout’s First Year Patrol Leader will be instrumental in
helping provide training and encouragement for advancing
to First Class. A typical goal is for the Scout to achieve the
rank of First Class within his first year in the Troop. This is
a sign that the Scout has mastered the fundamentals of
Scouting. Scouts that earn First Class within their first year
also tend to remain in Scouting much longer than those that
do not, but there is no stigma associated with advancing at
a slower pace.
For First Class and below the scout’s Patrol Leader (or
acting Patrol Leader), any Troop Scout Instructor, SPL or
ASPL may sign off a requirement.
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ADVANCEMENT FROM FIRST CLASS TO EAGLE
From the achievement of First Class through Eagle, the Scout will be demonstrating leadership,
performing service projects, earning merit badges and using the skills learned while achieving the
rank of First Class. The next ranks he will earn are Star and Life. These ranks are harder to obtain
than the earlier ranks, but are also more interesting for the older Scouts. These are the first ranks
which require merit badges (discussed separately below).
Upon completion of all the requirements for Star and Life, the Scout will be eligible to work for
Eagle. The original principals, the Scout Oath and Law now have fuller meaning for the Scout and
their understanding of them is much greater. The final steps towards Eagle are filled with
leadership experiences. Becoming an Eagle Scout is an important achievement of which your son
will be proud his entire life. But turning out Eagle Scouts is not what the Boy Scouting program is
all about. Indeed, in 2010 only about 5% of Scouts achieved the rank of Eagle Scout.
As your Scout progresses through Scouting, he will need to retain very careful records to support
his ultimate application for Eagle Scout. All blue cards and rank cards (which are returned/handed
out at the Courts of Honor) should be retained. A binder with plastic pages for collecting baseball
cards works great for this purpose. Additionally, we recommend taking a photocopy of all
completed rank advancement pages in the Scout handbook and putting them in a plastic binder
sleeve just in case the handbook gets severely damaged or fails to return from a campout.
For Star and Life Ranks:
•

•

Merit badges will be signed off by the uniformed leader performing the Scoutmaster
conference. Scouts must present enough evidence of merit badge completion for the
uniformed leader to sign-off the requirement. This can include a printout from
TroopTrack, signed blue cards, merit badge cards, or a merit badge on the sash.
Positions of Leadership will be signed off by the uniformed leader with oversight of that
leadership position or may be accomplished by the Scoutmaster/Assistant Scoutmaster
performing the Scoutmaster conference if the scout presents the goals sheet with
appropriate initials.

Eagle Scout Rank:
•

Eagle Scout rank requirements carry their own procedures, check with the Scoutmaster or
Troop Eagle Coordinator

SCOUTMASTER CONFERENCE
When all other requirements for a rank are completed and signed off in the Scout’s handbook, the
Scout must meet with the Scoutmaster or an ASM for a Scoutmaster’s conference. During the
Scoutmaster's Conference, the Scoutmaster will verify that all requirements for Rank have been
completed, discuss their Troop and Patrol participation, how Scouting influences their life, and
how they are doing in general. When this is completed, the Scoutmaster will sign this
requirement and the “demonstrate Scout spirit” requirement. The uniform for Scoutmaster’s
conferences is Class A. If the conference is occurring on a campout than Class A is not required.
Scouts are required to provide proof of the merit badges being used for the Rank and any other
rank requirements the Scoutmaster is being asked to sign off.
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BOARDS OF REVIEW
When a Scout has completed all the
requirements for his next rank (other
than Eagle Scout), he appears before a
Board of Review composed of members
of the Troop committee. The purpose of
the review is not an examination.
Instead, the Board seeks to determine
the Scout's attitude and acceptance of
Scouting's ideals; to ensure that the
requirements have been met for
advancement, to discuss the Scout's
experiences in the Troop and the Troop's
program, and to encourage him to keep working towards advancement. A Board of Review may
also be held to counsel a boy about his lack of progress toward advancement. Note: the Scout
Rank does not require a Board of Review. It is considered to be part of the joining process of Boy
Scouts with a Scoutmaster Conference in order to help him get to know the Troop and the adult
leadership.

MERIT BADGES
Scouts are required to earn merit badges in order to
attain the ranks of Star and above. Some of these
merit badges must be from the list of Eagle required
merit badges, others the Scouts may choose from any
of the over 120 available. The goal of the merit badge
program is to expand a Scout's areas of interest and
to encourage the Scout to meet and work with adults
in a chosen subject.
Merit badges are earned by a Scout working under
the periodic supervision of a registered merit badge
counselor, who will sign off as the merit badge
requirements are completed. Merit badges may be
earned at any time during the Boy Scout experience
even though they are only required for the ranks of
Star, Life and Eagle. Scouts may (and frequently do)
work on multiple merit badges at the same time, and
sometimes focus more on earning merit badges than
rank advancement. Some merit badges are ‘required
for Eagle” and are bordered in white. They are more
time and information intensive to earn.
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To complete a merit badge, a Scout:
1. Chooses the merit badge to work on.
2. Checks out a merit badge book from the Troop library or purchase at the Scout store.
3. Obtains a signed “blue card” from the Scoutmaster or ASM (signifying the SM’s
approval for the Scout to start working on the merit badge). [Note: Since merit badge
requirements change periodically, it is very important to obtain a dated blue card to
establish the date upon which the Scout starts the merit badge, since this identifies
the requirements which that Scout must complete to earn the merit badge.]
4. Speaks with a counselor to discuss the requirements for the badge.
5. Works on the badge requirements.
6. Meets with the counselor one or more times to be signed off on the blue card.
7. Turns in the completed blue card (returned by the counselor to the Scout, minus the
counselor’s portion) to the Advancement Chairperson.

When a merit badge is taught in a group setting (such as at summer camp or in a Scout meeting),
the counselor may choose to keep requirements on a separate sign off sheet and transfer to the
blue card when all requirements are complete.
The list of all merit badges and their current requirements is available at www.meritbadge.org and
also in a reference book available at the Scout store. A list of Merit Badge Counselors in our troop
is available from the troop website. Parents are encouraged to sign up as counselors for badges
they are qualified to teach; the Troop Committee can provide necessary forms to register as a
counselor.
When your Scout is meeting with a merit badge counselor, or you are acting as a merit badge
counselor for another Scout, you must ensure that Youth Protection rules (discussed below) are
followed at all times.
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COURTS OF HONOR
Troop 1533 typically conducts a Court of Honor three times each year (usually in October,
February and June). The Court of Honor recognizes all Scout advancements, merit badges and
other awards since the last Court of Honor. Each Scout is presented with the rank badge, merit
badge or other award, at Troop expense (parents do not buy these for their Scout). Adult
recognition may be presented as well. It is the responsibility of the Patrol Leaders Council to plan
and conduct the Court of Honor. The Troop Committee will support the Courts of Honor as
requested.
The Court of Honor is a public ceremony, and is a chance for the Scouts to be publicly recognized
for their achievements. Parents and all other interested individuals are strongly encouraged to
attend. Mothers are especially encouraged to attend when their son is earning a rank advancement
as the Scout will place a small pin for the rank earned on a ribbon that Scout mothers should wear
to all Courts of Honor. This is the Scout’s way of recognizing that their advancements are
supported by their parents.
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TRAINING AND CHILD SAFETY
The Boy Scouts of America has had a very strong program in place for many years to protect our
youth from abuse of all kinds. Hazing, bullying, harassment, name-calling or any other sort of
physical or emotional abuse will not be tolerated and Scouts engaging in such behavior may be
asked to leave the Troop. Similarly, no corporal punishment by adults is allowed.
We require all of our leaders to be trained in Youth
Protection, and to refresh that training at regular
intervals. At present, such training is done on-line
through a short, interactive training program.
There are some rules we follow that you will hear
about, such as two-deep leadership. That means
that there should not be a situation where a Scout
leader is alone with a single Scout. Ever. There are
other rules and policies as well, and we encourage
all adults to take the training and learn about Boy
Scout Youth Protection Training (YPT).
This training is required of any adult that will
be attending, or driving Scouts to, a Troop
event (other than Troop meetings), or acting as
a merit badge counselor. A copy of the training
completion certificate (cut and paste into an email) must be sent to the Troop Training Coordinator. YPT training is valid for two years. If such
training expires without renewal, the adult in question will not be allowed to participate in on or
drive to the event, or act as a merit badge counselor, until such training is updated.
Uniformed leaders are also required to obtain additional training regarding outdoor skills to be
taught to the Scouts, as well as hazardous weather training. Further training may also be required
depending on the nature of the activities in which the Troop is engaged (e.g., wilderness first aid,
CPR, Safe Swimming/Safety Afloat, etc).
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GENERAL INFORMATION
COMMUNICATIONS & TROOP WEBSITE
The Troop has many conduits for communication. The Troop website (www.Troop1533.org) is
the primary source of information including the Troop calendar. Remember that the calendar may
change during the year as we have to adapt to unexpected events or issues with our reservations
for activities.
Please be certain to RSVP for events via the troop website or TroopTrack app. An RSVP of No
will ensure that you do not receive unwanted communications about events. An RSVP of Yes
will guarantee your spot at an event and ensure you receive up to date information. It is
essential that your family use the RSVP
system for events to ensure a successful
troop program.
NOTE: You can reset your password,
recover your login details and more on
your own by visiting https://
trooptrack.com/user_account_session/
new

MEETINGS
Meetings are generally held every
Tuesday from 7:15-8:45pm.
• Please do not arrive before 7:00 as your scouts will not be properly supervised.
• Please ensure your scout is picked up no later than 8:45 pm.
MEETING LOCATIONS
Meetings generally alternate between two locations
• Mantua Elementary — 9107 Horner Ct, Fairfax, VA 22031, USA
• Elks Lodge — 8421 Arlington Blvd, Fairfax, VA 22031, USA
The Troop calendar can be found on
the website at www.Troop1533.org.
The meeting location sometimes may
change due to a conflict at the school.
Please be sure to check the troop
calendar and meeting invite for the
meeting location. Parents are welcome
to attend the meetings, but please do
not to interrupt. Please take
conversations outside or talk quietly.
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TYPE OF MEETINGS
There are four primary types of meetings you will find on the troop calendar.
• Programming Meetings — Approximately two meetings per month are focussed on
programming themes picked by the Scouts. These meetings often assist the scout in
advancement and will include opportunities to learn and master new skills. All scouts should
attend these meetings.
• Patrol Meetings — Approximately once per month the scout’s patrol will meet. This meeting
will have two primary purposes. First is to finalize preparations for that month’s event or
campout. Second is to work on patrol activities or advancement as decided by the patrol.
• Patrol Leaders Council — Approximately once per month the patrol leader’s council will
meet. This meeting is for the Senior Patrol Leader, Assistant Senior Patrol Leaders, Patrol
Leaders, and Scribe as well as Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmasters. Please do not attend
this meeting unless you are a member of the Patrol Leader’s Council.
From time to time the Instructor Corps will also meet during this time.
If your son needs a board of review, he can schedule it in advance for this night with the Troop
Committee. If your son doesn’t fall into one of these categories, do not bring him to this
scheduled meeting.
• Courts of Honor — These are public meetings that are a chance to celebrate your scout’s
accomplishments and are held three times per year. Special Courts of Honor are also held for
Eagle Scouts, and these are announced on the troop’s website.

SERVICE PROJECTS
Cheerful service and helping others is a key part of the Scouting movement. Additionally, some
rank advancements, such as Star and Life Scout, require service hours to be performed, as do
some merit badges. Throughout the year your son
will be invited to participate in service projects
specific to the Troop as well as being made
aware of opportunities outside of the Troop.
The Troop will conduct a Scouting for Food
project in the fall each year (the Cub Scout Pack
will distribute bags one weekend and the Troop
will pick up the food donations the following
weekend).
Additionally, Scouts working on their Eagle
Scout rank need to organize and conduct a large
service project. The Eagle candidate will very
much appreciate your Scout’s assistance with his
project — think of it as a down payment on the
request for service hours your Scout will make
when he is working on his Eagle Scout project.
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FINANCES
The treasurer (part of the Troop committee) will assess
annual dues as part of the annual application process. You
will also be asked if you’d like a subscription to Boys Life,
Scouting’s magazine for boys. This is an excellent
publication for young men to read. This subscription is
currently $12 per year.
For campouts, the primary cost is for the food shared by the
patrol. For planning purposes the food costs will be
budgeted as $5 per person per meal. If the campout is a
two-night campout, then the patrol should plan on a
crackerbarrel and should budget an additional $5 per
member. It is the responsibility of the patrol’s Grub Master
to let his patrol know the actual cost and collect the money
prior to departure for the campout. The Patrol Grub Master
should keep their receipts and collect money from the
patrol members to pay for food.
Many campouts will require no additional cost for your Scout as the Troop pays for campsite
costs, however gas cost reimbursements for drivers are always appreciated. Some activities may
have an extra cost associated with them (e.g., high adventure activities or rafting) that go beyond
the Troop’s budget. The ASM leading each campout will include this cost when communicating
information about upcoming campouts.
Summer camp is optional, and thus is
not funded by the Troop. However,
Troop 1533 has typically had a very
high participation rate for summer
camp, and the cost is considered by
many as a bargain compared to other
week-long summer sleep-away
camps. The cost for summer camp is
typically $225—$350.
The National Capitol Area Council of
BSA also conducts an annual
fundraising campaign known as
Friends of Scouting. This campaign
provides roughly 21% of the funding
for the NCAC, and approximately
76% of this money is invested in programs and facilities to support Scouting. Donations to this
program are optional, but are tax deductible.
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UNIFORMS
In addition to providing a positive youth image in our community, the uniform creates a sense of
belonging for your Scout. Information on the Scout uniform is on the inside cover of the Boy
Scout handbook or at http://www.bsauniforms.org. Adult leaders and Scout shop staff can answer
any question regarding the Scout uniform.
Uniform inspections may occur during Troop meetings and your son’s patrol’s inspection
performance may be compared to others. Your scout is expected to take care of their uniform
and wear it with pride.
There are 3 basic types uniform requirements:
•

CLASS A DRESS – Required in ceremonies, boards of review, and to participate
in courts of honor. It includes Scout shirt (button down), all insignia, merit badge
sash or OA sash (if applicable), Troop 1533 or Eagle neckerchief, and slide. Note:
only one sash may be worn at any time. Scout pants or shorts are strongly
encouraged.
• CLASS A – Required for Troop meetings, flag ceremonies. This is the class A
shirt, neckerchief and slide. Sashes should not be worn to regular troop activities.
• CLASS B – Required for campout activities, projects, and other outings. This is an
approved Scouting related t-shirt. Any Scout related t-shirt is ok. However, Troop
1533 has its own official red t-shirt for sale.
UNIFORM POLICY
• Primary uniform for weekly meetings from October–May is the Class A uniform.
• The Class B uniform may be worn during the weekly meetings in September and
June.
• The Class A uniform with merit badge sash should be worn for Scoutmaster
Conferences and Boards of Review.
INSIGNIA PLACEMENT
Insignia placement is very important to Boy Scouts and guidelines on the Troop website and on
the inside cover of the Scout Handbook should be followed carefully. We believe that the
uniform should be worn proudly and appear consistent.
Note: Only an Order of the Arrow flap should be worn on the right pocket flap and the main
area of the right pocket is the only location for one optional patch to be worn. Totin’ Chip and
Firem’n Chit patches are not to be worn on the pocket flap.
Many parents find the use of Badge Magic (available from the Scout Shops) to ease the chore of
attaching the many patches and badges.
UNIQUE INSIGNIA OPTIONS
Troop 1533 reached its 50th unit anniversary in 2017 so all Scouts may optionally wear a 50 year
unit anniversary bar between their unit number and council patch on the left sleeve. All insignia
are available at the Scout Stores (see the NCAC web site for locations:http://www.boyScoutsncac.org ).
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EQUIPMENT
The Troop’s uniformed adult leaders can discuss your son’s outdoor equipment needs with
you. Typical items your Scout will need include:
1. Backpack
2. Sleeping bag
3. Sleeping pad
4. Mess kit
5. Rain gear
6. Hiking boots (please ensure these are broken in and
well-fitting before sending your Scout hiking in
them)!
7. Water bottle or hydration system
8. Pocket knife
9. Flashlight or headlamp
10.Personal first aid kit
The Troop provides tents (only Troop provided tents may be
used to ensure that Scouts have a secure place to sleep), cooking gear, and stoves. Adults
who attend campouts must supply their own tents and other equipment.
All Scouts should carry the ten essentials whenever hiking. Some campouts will require
Scouts to backpack into the camping area. Please consider weather conditions for campouts
— we tend to have a least one night each year below freezing though we can’t predict when it
will be.
If you and your Scout do not have camping gear, don’t
feel like you need to buy it all at once. More
experienced Scouts and adults can provide plenty of
solid advice on what you really need and the best
sources. This is an area where it pays to wait
for sales, and to pay close attention to
details about equipment capabilities and
quality. Inexpensive is not necessarily a
bargain, and expensive is not
necessarily high quality.
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CAMPING
Generally the troop schedules one campout per month from September-June and attends a
summer camp.
We camp. We hike. We get dirty. We get
up close and personal with bugs and
spiders. There’s no way around it. Our
program is largely built around outdoor
activities. So, expect to have more laundry
after a campout and to hear some
interesting stories about wild things. Most
boys enjoy being outdoors and chose to
participate in Scouting because of this.
And, most boys learn best in hands-on
situations which the outdoors provides.
The outdoors is also the best place for
boys to employ the patrol method, which
is another one of Scouting’s eight tools.
CONFLICTING ACTIVITIES
Many of our Scouts participate in soccer, football, basketball, baseball, band and other activities
which may preclude attending some of our meetings or campouts. Other Scouts may choose to
forego a camping trip due to anxiety about the activity (e.g., heights involved in climbing; or
fear of water in canoeing or whitewater rafting events). While Scouts are encouraged to
participate in all meetings and events, we recognize this is unlikely, and Scouts are not penalized
for failing to attend.
Nevertheless, it is important for
Scouts to attend Troop meetings and
outings whenever possible, for
several reasons. First, participation
in campouts is vital for rank
advancement, as a large portion of
early rank advancement is related to
camping and Scoutcraft skills.
The outdoors provides adventure and
opportunities to immediately use
what the Scouts are learning. These
outings also provide opportunities to
work on a variety of merit badges,
such as fishing, nature study, camping and hiking. Second, participation in meetings and
campouts demonstrates that the Scout is active in the Troop, a rank advancement requirement for
higher ranks. Third, and perhaps more importantly, a significant degree of involvement in Troop
activities is essential for your Scout to cement his relationships with other Scouts, particularly
those he did not know before joining, and to give him a sense of belonging.
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RSVP FOR CAMPOUTS
RSVPs for the campout are required at least two weeks before the event. It is essential that
patrols have an accurate head count so they can plan meals and tents. If you want to RSVP after
that time the scout must directly coordinate with their Patrol Leader who will coordinate with the
Senior Patrol Leader (SPL) and Uniformed Leader in charge of the event to ensure an accurate
account of attendees and that space is available
CAMPOUT PROCEDURES
It’s important for parents to know how Boy Scout campouts are run, so here is a brief overview
of some of the important points for our campouts:

• Planning. The Scouts plan and run the campout, using the patrol method. That means
that few outings will run perfectly smoothly. That’s okay, as long as the boys learn from
the experience.

• Patrols. The boys are grouped into patrols for each campout. Ideally the patrols for the
campout have the same composition as the Troop’s regular patrols, but sometimes
campout attendance requires that existing patrols are combined into “ad hoc” campout
patrols. The composition of patrols for the campout will be determined by the campout’s
Senior Patrol Leader and Scoutmaster at the Tuesday Troop meeting prior to the
campout.

• Youth Leadership. At the campout, the boys are under the leadership of a fellow
Scout designated as the Senior Patrol Leader (SPL) for the event who may not be the
actual Troop SPL. The SPL reports to the ASM in charge of the campout. All campouts
are planned by the SPL and PLC with the assistance of one of the Troop’s ASMs. The
organizing ASM will serve as the “Scoutmaster” for the duration of the campout if the
SM isn’t present. If you have questions regarding an upcoming campout, they should be
addressed to the designated ASM for that event.

• Reporting. Just like in other Scouting events, each boy reports to his patrol leader
(PL); all PLs in turn report to the SPL. All boys should follow this reporting structure
during the campout. If a boy has a question about the campout agenda or needs
permission to do something, he should ask his PL. If the PL does not know, he should
ask the SPL. If the SPL does not know,
he should ask the SM/ASM. If a Scout
asks you for instructions or permissions
the answer should always be, “What
did your patrol leader tell you when
you asked him that question.” They’ll
get the hang of it eventually — and so
will you. If you are a parent joining the
campout and are not an ASM, you
should always refer Scouts to the Troop
leadership structure for all questions
and concerns.
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• Patrol Method. At the campout, the boys will camp, cook, and eat as patrols. Your
Scout’s patrol will typically create a duty roster/menu for the campout and select a “grub
master”. It is important for you to know if your son has been selected for a role for the
upcoming campout, such as acting as the patrol quartermaster (responsible for
requisitioning equipment from the Troop quartermaster for his patrol) or grub master
(planning the menu, shopping for food, and organizing cooking activities for his patrol).
We strongly urge you to confirm what, if any, role has been assigned to your Scout
before leaving the pre-campout meeting.

• Scoutmaster Role. The Scoutmaster-in-charge is the ultimate authority at a campout.
Our SM and ASMs are trained in BSA methods, and they know how to run campouts in
accordance with BSA policies. Sometimes BSA policies may not be popular (e.g., the
requirements for safe swimming can be very restrictive), but we are required to adhere to
them. Never do anything to undermine the authority of a SM/ASM at a campout. Adults
should address their questions to the designated SM/ASM for the event.
• Youth Protection Training. When you camp with the Troop, you are an adult leader. As
such we require you to have YPT training and to act as an adult role model. You are not
Mom or Dad. We welcome all adults to join us for the campouts, but you are asked to
carefully not to fulfill your traditional parent role which may interfere with your Scout
engaging with the Troop leadership structure. Please raise concerns quietly with the
designated SM/ASM, who can
address it within the leadership
structure. However, if immediate
action is required to address a
health or safety issue, and a
uniformed leader is not
immediately available, you
should take such action as is
reasonably required by the
circumstances. For more details
visit: http://www.scouting.org/
Training/YouthProtection.aspx.
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• Chain of Command. Subject
to the immediately preceding
exception, all significant adult
direction should originate
from the designated SM/
ASM, to the SPL, to the PLs,
to the rest of the boys. It
confuses the boys — and,
more significantly,
compromises the integrity of
the patrol method — when
multiple adults are giving
multiple orders or making
multiple suggestions to
multiple boys. Of course, that’s
not to say that there is no communication between adults and boys on a campout. But the
communication and approval of instructions and permissions should follow the patrol
method.
• Adult Patrol. The adults are a separate patrol in a separate (but not distant) part of our
designated camping area and eat as a separate “adult” patrol. Adults attending typically
coordinate food and cooking gear for communal adult meals. There will rarely be a
reason for an adult to venture into a boys’ patrol campsite other than periodic check-ins
by the SM/ASM. The one exception to this will be if something dangerous is imminent
or if behavior is becoming un-Scout-like. Don’t helicopter over your son while he’s
hanging out with his friends. There will be disagreements among patrol mates, the food
will be overcooked, and tents will occasionally collapse. No problem — as long as it’s
safe, the Scouts will be learning.
• Interfaith Service. Most campouts will include an “Interfaith Service” at which prayers
may be offered, patriotic or spiritual songs sung, and inspirational religious or nonreligious writings read. All Scouts are requested to attend such services. However, while
Scouting believes all religious traditions are worthy of respect, and insists that all Scouts
be reverent, BSA strictly insists that Interfaith Services not espouse any particular
religion.
• Some Breathing Room. You may
not want to attend your son’s
FIRST Troop campout as a Boy
Scout. It will be good for both of
you. Your Scout will be well
taken care of. Come to his second
campout and see what he learned
to do at the first one. Likewise,
don’t attend every campout with
your son. You both need to learn
that you can, in fact, survive
without each other for a weekend.
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TRANSPORTATION
All transportation is provided by adults associated with the Troop, utilizing private vehicles.
Due to the typically high level of Scout participation, we often require transportation assistance
beyond what the adults attending the event alone can provide. All adults providing transportation
must have taken Youth Protection Training as described above in the section on Training and
Child Safety. Please be on time for departures for events so the Troop is not waiting for you.
Your son will either be dropped off at the school at the end of an event. Expect a phone call from
your Scout’s driver when they are en route to let you know the game plan (make sure you are at
or close to home/school when you get the call so your Scout is dropped off with supervision
present).

TROOP ELECTRONICS POLICY
1. There are no electronic devices at campouts,
summer camp, or other major outdoor events.
2. Electronics may be used at scout meetings for
purposes of advancement, note taking or
appropriate internet access, but if they become a
distraction they will be asked to be turned off.
3. Cell phones are not to be used on campouts or at
summer camp unless specifically for picture
taking or for accomplishing a specific element of
that event (e.g., GPS function for geocaching).
Any specific use of the cell phone beyond picture
taking should be discussed with the SPL and
Scoutmaster in Charge in charge of the event.
4. A scout may possess a cell phone as an
emergency tool but for that purpose it should not
be on or used unless for an emergency. Do not
attempt to call your son during a campout or
event as this can lead to homesickness. If there is
an emergency, you can reach out to the
Scoutmaster in Charge of the event.
5. Recognizing that adults cannot always leave behind their other responsibilities
while volunteering their time on scouting events it is requested that they use their
cell phones not in direct vicinity of the scouts unless necessary.
6. If a scout has a need to use a cell phone for a similar purpose (e.g., job interview,
internship, scholarship, college applications, etc.) they need to address that with the
SPL and AMS in charge of the event.
7. All scouts who wish to have a cell phone or digital camera in their possession for
any of the above listed reasons must have a current Cyber Chip card in their
possession as well (they must have actual card or a photocopy with them).
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SCOUTMASTER CONFERENCES
Scouts may ask for Scoutmaster conferences from the Scoutmaster or any Assistant
Scoutmaster for the ranks of Scout through Life. The Scoutmaster will perform the
conference for the Eagle Scout rank. Scouts are encouraged to schedule conferences in
advance to ensure they occur.
The uniform for Scoutmaster conferences is Class A with merit badge sash. If the
conference is occurring on a campout than Class A is not required. Scouts are required to
provide proof of the merit badges being used for the rank and any other rank requirements
the Scoutmaster or Assistant Scoutmaster is being asked to sign off.

BOARD OF REVIEWS (BOR)
Boards of Review will primarily occur during the Patrol Leaders Council meeting. A
Board of Review can be scheduled by reaching out to the Troop Committee Chair in
advance of the meeting.
The uniform for a Board of Review is Class A with a merit badge sash.

USEFUL INTERNET REFERENCES
(Note: No endorsements implied; not responsible for any website content other than our Troop
website)
• Boy Scouts of America: www.scouting.org
• BSA National Capitol Area Council: www.boyscouts-ncac.org
• Guide to Safe Scouting: www.scouting.org/filestore/pdf/34416.pdf
• Merit Badges: www.meritbadge.org; www.usscouts.org
• Troop 1533 Website: www.troop1533.org
• Leave No Trace: www.lnt.org
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHARTS
PATROL LEADERS’ COUNCIL

Senior Patrol Leader
ASPL
Instructors

ASPL
Troop Level Staff A

Troop Guide

ASPL
Troop Level Staff B

Spartan
Patrol Leader

Awesome
Patrol Leader

Blue Badgers
Patrol Leader

Buffalo Bills
Patrol Leader

Scribe

Venture
Patrol Leader

PATROL LEADERSHIP
Senior Patrol Leader
ASPL
Instructors

ASPL Troop Level Staff A

Troop Level Staff A

Troop Guide

ASPL Troop Level Staff B

Troop Level Staff B

Venture
Patrol Leader

Spartan
Patrol Leader

Awesome
Patrol Leader

Blue Badgers
Patrol Leader

Buffalo Bills
Patrol Leader

Assistant Patrol Leader*

Assistant Patrol Leader*

Assistant Patrol Leader*

Assistant Patrol Leader*

Assistant Patrol Leader*

Patrol Quartermaster*

Patrol Quartermaster*

Patrol Quartermaster*

Patrol Quartermaster*

Patrol Quartermaster*

Patrol Scribe*

Patrol Scribe*

Patrol Scribe*

Patrol Scribe*

Patrol Scribe*

Patrol Historian*

Patrol Historian*

Patrol Historian*

Patrol Historian*

Patrol Historian*

ASM Patrol Mentor

ASM Patrol Mentor

ASM Patrol Mentor

ASM Patrol Mentor

ASM Patrol Mentor
Ralph Albrecht

* Denotes a non-rank earning leadership position
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ADDITIONAL YOUTH LEADERS
Senior Patrol Leader

ASPL
Instructors

Scoutmaster

ASPL
Troop Level Staff A
Troop Scribe

Troop Quartermaster

Instructors
1.
2
3.
4.
5.

Troop Guide

ASPL
Troop Level Staff B

Troop Librarian

Troop Chaplain's Aide

Troop Historian

Order of the Arrow
Troop Representative

Den Chiefs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Troop Webmaster
Outdoor Ethics Guide
Troop Bugler

ASM Mentor

ASM Mentor

ASM Mentor
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ASM Mentor

ADULT LEADERSHIP

Chartered Organization
Representative

Committee Chair
Troop Committee
Scoutmaster

ASM Venture Patrol

ASM Awesome Patrol

ASM Blue Badgers

ASM Buffalo Bills

ASM Spartans &
Den Chiefs

ASM Mentor
Troop Level Staff A

ASM Mentor
Troop Level Staff B

ASM Eagle
Coordinator

ASM Mentor Instructors

ASM & JASM Mentors

ASM At-Large

Senior Patrol Leader

JASM

Scout Leadership

JASM
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JASM

TROOP COMMITTEE
Unit Commissioner

Troop Committee Chair

Executive Officer
Scoutmaster

Membership
Coordinator
Advancement
Coordinator

Training Coordinator

Treasurer

Secretary

Equipment
Coordinator

Committee-at-Large
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

